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I can analyze Pendulum Lab 
Patterns in an 3-PS2-2: Make collected data to Exit Slip 
object's motion observations and/or provide evidence 
can be used to measurements of an that patterns can be 
make predictions object's motion to used to predict 
about its future provide evidence that future motion. 
motion. a pattern can be used Experiment with static electricity by 

to predict future observing what happens when to your 
motion. hair when you rub it with a balloon. 

Discovering 
Objects in I can determine Magnetic forces-see what happens when Cause and Effect 
contact with one 3-PS2-3: Ask cause and effect two magnets repel one another, see how Relationshigs 
another exert questions to determine relationships of different magnets attract different With Magnets-
forces on one cause and effect electric or magnetic materials from different distances. 
another, but relationships of electric interactions between Experiment with using bigger magnets and Student Magnet 
electric and or magnetic two objects not in two magnets to attract different objects. Lab 
magnetic forces interactions between contact with each 
between a pair of two objects not in other. Source for magnet activities: May The 
objects do not contact with each Force Be With You 
require that the other. Magnet Testing Activities 
objects be in Have students brainstorm problems. Then 
contact. have them narrow down their list to ones 

that they can use a magnet to solve. After 
The sizes of the kids create their model, have them 
forces in each I can define a simple observe how it works and make Magnet 
situation depend design problem. improvements to it. Great site for Engineering 
on the properties 3-PS2-4: Define a explaining the design process: Design Task 
of the objects simple design problem I can apply scientific Science Buddies 
and their that can be solved by ideas about 
distances apart applying scientific magnets to solving a Great resources for all standards 
and, for forces ideas about magnets. simple design Mccraken Kentucky Science Unit Grade 3 
between two problem. Forces and Interactions: 
magnets, on Kentucky Unit: Forces and Interactions 
their orientation I can plan and carry 
relative to each 3·5·ETS1·1 out fair tests to Leveled Books: 
other. Define a simple design identify aspects of a 

problem reflecting a model that can be Library Books: 
need or a want that improved. Magnets: Pulling TQgether, Pushing Apart 
includes specified (Amazing Science) by Natalie M. Rosinsky 
criteria for success 
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and constraints on What Makes a Magnet? 
materials, time, or (Let's-Read-and-Find-Out Science 2} by 
cost. Franklyn M. Branley 

Magnets Push, Magnets Pull (Science 
Starts) by Mark Weakland 

A Look at Magnets (Science Builders) by 
Barbara Alpert 

What Magnets Can Do (Rookie 
Read-About Science) by Allan Fowler 

Forces Make Things Move 
(Let's-Read-s;ind-Find-Out Scienc~ 2) by 
Kimberly Brubaker Bradley 

Motion: Push and Pull, Fast and Slow 
(Amazing Science) by Darlene R. Stille 

Move It!: Motion, Forces and You (Prima!J'. 
Physical Science) by Adrienne Mason 

Give It a Push! Give It a Pull!: A Look at 
Forces (Lightning Bolt Books: Exgloring 
Physical Science) by Jennifer Boothroyd. 
What Is Friction? (Rookie Read-About 
Science\ bv Lisa Trumbauer 
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RSU # 38 CURRICULUM GUIDE SCIENCE Grade 6-8 

(Note : Core Units listed are examples of previously, frequently taught units that addressed these 
standards. Teams may teach these disciplinary core ideas within different Core Units, but will use 
common assessment questions and scoring rubrics.) 

LS=life Science PS=Physical Science ESS=Earth&Space Science ETS=Engineering/Technology (integrated) 

u.nn Disciplinary Cross- Practice Content Outcomes 
Core cutting Stan-
Idea Concept dard 

Ph ysical Structure& PSlA I understand that substances are made from different 

Scien ce: Properties of Cause and Developing 
types of atoms. which combine with one another and 

Matter range in size. 
Structure an d Effect and Using 

Pr operties of Models I understand that each pure substance has characteristic 
M atter Patterns physical and chemical properties that can be used to 

Analyzing and identify it. 

Cooking Scale, Inter preting 

Proportion, Data I understand that gases and liquids are made of molecules 
Food 

and 
or atoms that are moving relative to each other. in a liquid, 

Chocolate Quantity Constructing they are constantly in contact with others; 

Human Body Explanations in a gas, they are widely spaced; in a solid, atoms are 
and Designing closely spaced and may vibrate in position but do not 

CSI Energy and Solutions change relative locations. 
Matter 

Obtaining, I understand that solids may be formed from molecules. or 

Structure Evaluat ing and they may be extended structures with repeating subunits. 

and Communicatin (crystals) 

Function g Informat ion 
I understand that the changes of state that occur with 
variations in temperature or pressure can be described 
and predicted using models. 

Cooking Chemical PSlB I understand that substances react chemically in 

Food Reactions Cause and Developing and characteristic ways . In a chemical process, the atoms 

Chocolate Effect 
!Using Models regroup into different molecules, and these new 

substances have different properties from those of the 
Human Body 

Analyzing and 
reactants. 

CSI Patterns nterpreting Data 
I understand that in science, the term "heat" refers to the 

Scale, Constructing transfer of thermal energy from one object to another 

Proportion, Explanati ons and caused by the temperature difference between two 

and !Designing objects. 

Quantity Solutions 
I understand that the temperature of a system is 

Obtaining, proportional to the average internal kinetic energy and 
Energy and 

Evaluating and potential energy per atom or molecule (whichever is the 
Matter Communicat ing appropriate building block for the system's material). The 

nformation details of that relationship depend on the type of atom or 

Structure molecule and the interactions among the atoms in the 

and material. The total thermal energy of a system depends on 

Function the temperature, the total number of atoms in the system, 
and the state of the material. 

Ph ysical Force & Motion, PS2A I understand that for any pair of interacting objects, the 

Scien ce: Forces Cause& Asking& force exerted by the first object on the second object is 

& Interaction s 
Effect Defining equal in strength to the force that the second object 

Problems exerts on the first, but in the opposite direction 
Systems and (Newton's third law) 

Amusement System Planning and 

Parks 
Models Car rying ou t I understand that the motion of an object is determined by 

Investigations the sum of the forces acting on it. The greater the mass of 
the obiect, the oreater the force needed to achieve the 

/ - 'f ()f 12. pa!JLS • 
~~!/ G1ntlt. a va 1'/o./,k t:'ll r-eytsl: 
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2 

Transportation Stability Constructing same change in motion. For any given object, a larger 

Roller Coasters and Change explanations force causes a larger change in motion. 

Inventions 
and Designing 
Solutions I understand that all positions of objects and the directions 

Toys/Games of forces and motions must be described in a reference 

Energy Engaging in frame and units of size. 

Technology of Argument from 

War 
Evidence 

Amusement Types of PSZB I understand that electric and magnetic (electromagnetic) 

Parks Interactions Cause& Asking& forces can be attractive or repulsive, and their sizes 
Effect Defining depend on the magnitudes of the charges, currents or 

Problems magnetic strengths involved and on the distances 
Transportation Systems and between the interacting objects. 

Ro ller Coasters System Planning and 

Inventions Model s Carrying out I understand that gravitational forces are always 

Toys 
Investigations interactive. There is a gravitational force between any two 

Stability masses, but it is very small except when one or both of 
Games and Change Constructing the objects have large mass. e.g., Earth and the Sun 
Energy explanations 

Technology of and Designing I understand that forces that act at a distance (electric, 

War 
Solutions magnetic and gravitational) can be explained by fields that 

extend through space and can be mapped by their effect 
Engaging in on a test object. 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Physical Definitions of PS3A I understand that motion energy is properly called kinetic 

Science: Energy Energy Scale, Developing energy; it is proportional to the mass of the moving object 
Proportion and Using and grows with the square of its speed. 
and Model s 

Inventions Quantity I understand that a system of objects may also contain 

Toys Planning and stored (potential) energy, depending on their relative 

Games 
Systems and Carrying out positions. 
System Investigations 

Energy Model s I understand that temperature is a measure of the average 
Analyzing and kinetic energy of particles of matter. The relationship 

Energy and Interpreting between the temperature and the total energy of a system 
Matter Data depends on the types, states, and amounts of matter 

present. 
Constructing 
Explanations 
and Designing 
Solutions 

Engagingin 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Inventions Conservation of PS3B I understand that when the motion energy of an object 

Toys 
Energy Scale, Developing changes, there is some other change in energy at the 

Proportion and Using same time. 
Gam es and Models 
Energy Quantity I understand that the amount of energy transfer needed to 

Planning and change the temperature of a matter sample by a given 
Systems and Carrying out amount depends on the nature of the matter, the size of 
System Investigations the sample, and the environment. 
Models 

Analyzing and I understand that energy is spontaneously transferred out 
Energy and Interpreting of hotter regions or objects and into colder ones. 
Matter Data 

Constructing 
Explanations 
and Designing 
Solutions 
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3 

Engagingin 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Inven t ions Relationship PS3C I understand that when two objects interact, each one 

Toys 
between Energy Scale, Developing exerts a force on the other that can cause energy to be 
&Motion Proportion and Using transferred to or from the object. 

Games and Models 
Energy Quantity 
Music Planning and 

Sound Systems and Carrying out 

Photography 
System Investigations 
Models 

Light Analyzing and 
Energy and Interpreting 
Matter Data 

Constructing 
Explanations 
and Designing 
Solutions 

Engaging in 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Inventions Energy & PS3D I understand that the chemical reaction by which plants 

Toys Chemical Scale, Developing produce complex food molecules(sugars) requires and 
Processes Proportion and Using energy input (ie sunlight) to occur. In this reaction carbon 

Gam es and Models dioxide and water combine to form carbon-based organic 
Energy Quantity molecules and release oxygen. 

Planning and 
Systems and Carrying out I understand that cellular respiration in plants and animals 
System Investigations involve chemical reactions with oxygen that release 
Models stored energy. In these processes, complex molecules 

Analyzing and containing carbon react with oxygen to produce carbon 
Energy and Interpret ing dioxide and other materials. 
Matter Data 

Constructing 
Explanations 
and Designing 
Solutions 

Engaging in 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Physica l Wave Properties PS4A I understand that a simple wave has a repeating pattern 

Scien ce: Waves Patterns Developing with a specific wavelength , frequency, and amplitude. 

& 
and Using 

Structure Mathematical I understand that a sound wave needs a medium through 
Electromagnetic and Models which ii is transmitted. 
Radiation Fucnt ion 

Energy Using 
Mathematical 

Music and 
Sound Computational 
Photography Th inking 

Ligh t 
Obtaining. 

Space Evaluat ing and 
Communicatin 
l! Information 

Music Electromagnetic PS4B I understand that when light shines on an object, it is 

Sound Radiation Patterns Developing reflected, absorbed, or transmitted through the object, 

Ener gy 
and Using depending on the object's material and the frequency 

Structure Mathematical (color) of the light. 
Photography and Models 
Light Function I understand that the path that light travels can be traced 

Space as straight lines, except at surfaces between different 
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Using transparent materials (e.g., air and water, air and glass) 
Mathematical where the light path bends. 
and 
Computational I understand that a wave model of light is useful for 
Think ing explaining brightness. color, and the frequency-dependent 

bending of light at a surface between media. 
Obtaining. 
Evaluating and I understand that because light can travel through space, 
Communicatin it cannot be a matter wave, like sound or water waves. 
fl Information 

Music Information, PS4C I understand that digitized signals (sent as wave pulses) 

Sound Technologies Patterns Developing are a more reliable way to encode and transmit 

Energy 
and and Using information. 
Instrumentation Structure Mathematical 

Photography and Models 

Light Function 

Space Using 

Future 
Mathematical 
and 
Computational 
Thinking 

Obtaining. 
Evaluating and 
Communicatin 
fl Information 

Engi neeri ng Defining and ETSlA I understand that the more precisely a design task's 

Design Delimiting an Influence of Asking 
criteria and constraints can be defined, the more likely it 

Amusement 
Engineering Science, Questions and 

is that the designed solution will be successful. 
Problem 

Parks Engineering Defining 

Transportation 
and Problems 
Technology 

Roller Coasters on Society Developing 

Inventions andthe and Using 

Toys Natural Models 

Games 
World 

Analyzing and 
Future Interpreting 

Data 

Engagingin 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Amusement Developing ETSlB I understand that a solution needs to be tested, and then 

Parks Possible Solution Influence of Asking 
modified on the basis of the test results, in order to prove 

Transportation Science, Questions and 
ii. 

Roller Coasters Engineering Defining 

Inventions 
and Problems 
Technology 

Toys on Society Developing 

Games and the and Using 
Natural Models 
World 

Analyzing and 
Interpreting 
Data 

Engagingin 
Argument from 
Evidence 

Amusement Optimizing the ETSlC I understand that although one design may not perform 

Parks Design Solution Influence of Ask ing 
the best across all tests, identifying the characteristics of 

Transportation Science, Questions and 
the design that performed the best in each test can 

Roller Coasters Engineering Defining 
provide useful information for the redesign process - that 

and Problems 
is, some of the characteristics may be incorporated into 

Inventions Technology 
the new design. 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP SCIENCE Gr. 6-8 Motion & Stability 

Essential Big Ideas Next Content Outcomes Activities/Resources/Tasks Assessments Vocabulary 
Questions Motion & Stability GenScience Rubrics 

Standards Scoring Guides 
How does a For any pair of PS 2·1: Apply Apply Newton's Third Resources Found in First Class Physics vocab pre- force 
force applied interacting objects, the Newton's Third Law Law to design a Motion & Stability Science assessment 
to one object force exerted by the to design a solution solution to a problem Folder: interaction 
impact a first object on the to a problem involving the motion of 3 Laws tests- Quiz 
second second object is equal involving the motion two colliding objects. Balloon Car Course arbitrary 
object? in strength to the force of two colliding Newton's Laws Project Newton's Third 

that the second object objects. Newton's Third Law- Space Law assessment electric 
exerts on the first, but Newton's Third Law/In the real 
in the opposite world magnetic 
direction Newtons Laws in Sports teach a 

friend attraction 
Force mass and acceleration 
Santa and Newton's Laws repulsion 

How is the The motion of an PS 2-2: Plan an Newton's Second Law: Newton's Webquest Newton's 2nd Law 
motion of an object is determined investigation to Provide evidence that Newton and Sports Assessment electromag-

object by the sum of the provide evidence the change in an netic 

determined? forces acting on it; if that the change in object's motion Force makes a mass move- Law #2 

the total force on the 
an object's motion depends on the sum of magnitude 
depends on the the forces on the object Ice skating spin object is not zero, its sum of the forces and the mass of the Shoebox Challenge/Forces/Flight charge 

motion will change. on the object and object. w/rubric and design considerations 
The greater the mass the mass of the current 
of the object, the object. Activities with Newton's Law of 
greater the force Universal Gravitation spectrum 

needed to achieve the 
same change in Amusement Park Ph~sics/Newton's 
motion. For any given Laws 

object, a larger force 
causes a larger 
change in motion. 

7 /13/ 15 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP SCIENCE Gr. 6-8 Motion & Stability 

Essential Big Ideas Next Content Outcomes Activities/Resources/Tasks Assessments Vocabulary 
Questions Motion & Stability GenScience Rubrics 

Standards Scoring Guides 
How is the All positions of objects PS 2·3: Ask Determine the factors ExQloring Magnetic Fields 
position of an and the directions of questions about that affect the strength ExQloring Magnetism:NASA/ A 
object forces and motions data to determine of electric and teacher Guide 
determined? must be described in an the factors that magnetic forces What is a magnetic field? 

arbitrarily chosen 
affect the strength Video/Quiz/Lesson 
of electric and ExQloring the Earths Magnetic 

reference frame and magnetic forces. Field/NASA 
arbitrarily chosen units Lower level/Magnets Work 
of size. In order to The Physics Front: a Resource for 
share information with Teachers/Lesson Qlans/ideas 
other people, these 
choices must also be 
shared. 

7/13/15 2 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP SCIENCE Gr. 6-8 Motion & Stability 

Essential Big Ideas Next Content Outcomes Activities/Resources/Tasks Assessments Vocabulary 
Questions Motion & Stability GenScience Rubrics 

Standards Scoring Guides 
How do Electric and magnetic Construct and present Electromagnet Lab/ and Real life Common 
electric and (electromagnetic) PS 2-4: Construct arguments using aQQlication follow UQ Assessment 
magnetic forces can be and present evidence to support the Seeing the Invisible: Nasa Questions 
forces interact attractive or repulsive, arguments using claim that gravitational World's Simplest Motor-Educational 
and what are and their sizes depend evidence to support interactions are Innovations 
these on the magnitudes of the claim that attractive and depend 
interactions the charges, currents, gravitational on the masses of Intro to the electromagnetic 
dependent or magnetic strengths interactions are interacting objects. 

-
spectrum 

upon? involved and on the attractive and 
distances between the depend on the Electromagnetic Web guest/NASA 
interacting objects. masses of Electricity and Magnetic Force 

interacting objects. Text/videos/resource 
Gravitational forces 
are always attractive. What causes an orbit/visual & 
There is a gravitational explanation 
force between any two 
masses, but it is very NASA Space-Based Astronomy 
small except when one Unit2 
or both of the objects Gizmo- Science and Math 
have large mass- simulations 
e.g ., Earth and sun. Gravity gets you down 

Forces that act at a Conduct an Prove Your World videos and 
distance (electric, investigation and lesson plans /gravity 
magnetic, and evaluate the 
gravitational) can be experimental Prove your world lessons 
explained by fields that design to provide plans/gravity 
extend through space evidence that fields 
and can be mapped by exist between 
their effect on a test objects exerting 
object (a charged forces on each 
object, or a ball, other even though 
respectively) . the objects are not 

in contact. 

7/13/ 15 3 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP SCIENCE Gr. 6-8 Motion & Stability 

Essential Big Ideas Next Content Outcomes Activities/Resources/Tasks Assessments Vocabulary 
Questions Motion & Stability GenScience Rubrics 

Standards Scoring Guides 
Unit Links: 
Teacher created Science website 
for ALL NGSS standards! 

Teacher created Phy:sics 
Unit/Resources 

Middle School Curriculum- Forces 
& Interactions 

Open Ed/Newton's 3rd Law 

Stability: and forces NGSS 

Newton's 2nd and 3rd laws Bumper 
boat investiaation: 

7/13/15 4 
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RSU #38 
6-8 Science 

Assessment Questions for Motion & Stability Unit 

PS 2-4: Construct and present arguments using evidence to support 
the claim that gravitational interactions are attractive and depend on 
the masses of interacting objects. 

Do all planets have the same gravity? Explain. OR What is the relationship between the mass 
of an object and the force of gravity? 

Score Demonstrated level of Proficiency 

4 Exceeds Student accurately answers the question, including examples beyond those presen-
ted in class to justify a complete expanation of the relationship between gravity and 
mass. 

3 Meets Student answers the question correctly describing the relationship between gravity 
and mass using both of these terms. 

2 Partially meets Student attempts to answer the question with some inaccuracies. 

1 Does not meet Student does may refer to gravity or mass but does not show any understanding of 
the relationship between mass and gravity. 

A student says to his/her teacher, "I am going to find the weight of this object by using the triple 
beam balance." 

Explain how this comment cou ld be incorrect. Is mass and weight the same concept? Explain in 
complete sentences using science vocabulary and an example. 

Score Demonstrated level of Proficiency 

4 Exceeds Student accurately answers the question, providing a clear explanation of the rela-
tionship between mass and weight with examples. 

3 Meets Student answers the question correctly describing the relationship between weight 
and mass using both of these terms. 

2 Partially meets Student attempts to answer the question with some inaccuracies. 

1 Does not meet Student does not address the question or shows no understanding of the relations-
hips between mass and weight. 
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RSU # 38 CURRICULUM GUIDE Grade 9 SCIENCE: Earth Systems Science -Semester 1 

Unit Priority Outcomes Unit Priority Outcomes 
Standard Standard 

I. Earth ETS1·1 Analyze a situation regarding criteria and Ill. Winds1 

Science constraints for engineered solutions that Oceans1 and 
Toolkit and account for societal needs and wants. Climate 
History Sweeks) 
(6 weeks) Apply practices of engineering by (include ESS2-6 Develop a quantitative model to describe 

following a process of designing and carbon the cycling of carbon among the 
testing a product cycle) hydrosphere, atmosphere, geosphere, and 

biosphere. 

ESS1-6 Create a timeline to construct a record of 
earth's formation and early history. . 
Interpret radiometric data from a graph 

PS1-8 And explain it's use in dating materials 
and explain it's use in dating materials. 

Interpret a model to describe how 

ESS2-4 changes in the earth's orbit create 
predictable, natural patterns of change in 
the earth's climate over very long periods 
of time 

ESS 2-7 Infer from data an argument about the 
simultaneous coevolution of Earth's 
systems and life on Earth 

II. Plate ESS2·1 Explain how data (i.e. nuclear, surface IV. Natural 
TectQnics features) provides evidence of past Resources 
(4-S w~~ks) changes in earth's crust (4-5 weeks) 

Identify patterns in data about rock ages, 
volcanism, and changes in earth's 
surface. 
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ESS 2-3 Develop a model that illustrates the ESS 3·1 Construct an explanation based on 
relationships among plate tectonics, evidence for how the availability of natural 
thermal convection, and cycling of matter resources, occurrence of natural hazards, 
that lead to changes in the exterior and and changes in climate have influenced 
interior of the earth. human activity 
Evaluate crustal densities and explain the ESS 3.5 Analyze geoscience data and the results 
relationship with gravity & subduction. from global climate models to make an 

evidence-based forecast of the current rate 
of global or regional climate change and 
associated future impacts to Earth 
systems. 

ESS 2-4 Analyze data for evidence that a change ESS 3·6 Use a computational representation to 
in earth's surface was caused by changes illustrate the relationships among Earth 
in other earth systems (i.e. atmosphere/ systems and how those relationships are 
climate). being modified due to human activity. 
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RSU # 38 CURRICULUM GUIDE Grade 9 SCIENCE: Earth Systems Science -Semester 2 

Unit Priority Outcomes Unit Priority Outcomes 
Standard Standard 

V. Matter PS.1·1 Predict subatomic particles for elements using VIII. PS.1·7 Apply the law of Conservation of Matter to calcu-
information in the Periodic table Chemical late the mass of various components of a chemical 

Reactions reaction 
W.2 Maintain a formal and objective style Apply the law of Conservation of Matter to balance 

appropriate to discipline and audience in chemical equations 
writing, including accurate use of conven-tions 
(i.e. grammar, usaqe, spel/inq) 

VI. Periodic PS.1-2 Based on an element's place in the periodic PS.1-4 Interpret and create potential energy diagrams for 
Table table determine if an element is a metal, exothermic and endothermic reactions. 

nonmetal or metalloid and infer how it relates 
to the element's structure and reactivity. 

Construct Lewis dot structures and use them PS.1·5 Explain using the Kinetic Molecular Collision 
to predict the number of times and element will Theory why different factors such as temperature 
bond and whether it will lose or gain electrons and concentration affect the rate of a reaction 

VII. Bonding PS.1-2 Develop Lewis dot models to predict synthesis W.2 Develop a topic with well-chosen, relevant,suf-
reactions that involve ionic bonding and ficient facts and details (i.e., definitions, quo-
explain the outcomes tations, examples) appropriate to audience; Use 
Develop Lewis dot models to predict synthesis precise language and domain specific vocabulary 
reactions that involve covalent bonding and to clarify relationships among ideas 
explain the outcomes 
Predict and explain what type of bond will exist IX. Nuclear PS.1·8 Predict the daughter elements of alpha and beta 
within a compound (ionic, polarcova-lent, and decay by writing symbolic model statements 
nonpolar covalent) and how that affects bulk 
properties (i.e. melting points, solubilfty, 
conductivity) 

PS.1·3 Plan and conduct an investigation to infer the 
strength of forces (intermolecular attractions) 
between particles 

W.2 Develop a topic with well-chosen, relevant,suf-
ficient facts and details (i.e., definitions, quo-
tations, examples) appropriate to audience; 
Use precise language and domain specific 
vocabulary to clarify relationships amonQ ideas 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP EARTH SYST EMS SCIENCE 
UNIT 2: PLATE TECTONICS 

ESSENTIAL BIG IDEAS: STANDARDS Outcomes ACTIVITIES Assess- Vocabulary 
QUESTIONS: P=priority ments* 

S=supporting - & 
Rubrics 
*common 
tasks 

How do Because the nuclei are ESS1-5 Evaluate Explain how data Geology in Maine-
people unstable scientists can look at evidence of past and (i.e. nuclear, Field work to observe 
reconstruct ratio of stable to unstable current movements surface features) rocks & physical 
and date elements to determine time. of continental & provides features, analyze 
events in ocean crust & theory evidence of past maps 
Earth's Dated rocks in ocean are of plate tectonics to changes in 
planetary millions of years old and rocks explain ages of rocks earth's crust Pangea - movements 
history? on continents are billions of & how do we know? 

years old 
How technology 
influenced science 

Why do the The radioactive decay of ESS2B:PLATE Identify patterns Discovering Patterns 
continents unstable isotopes TECTONICS AND in data about of Earthquakes, 
move, and continually generates new LARGE-SCALE rock ages, Volcanoes, Age of 
what causes energy within Earth's crust SYSTEM INTER- volcanism, and Rocks Lab (Rice 
earthquakes and mantle providing the ACTIONS:ESS2-1 changes in Univ. Lab) 
and primary source of the heat Develop a model for earth's surface. 
volcanoes? that drives mantle how Earth's internal What Drives the 

convection. Plate tectonics and surface Explain how the Plates Lab -can be viewed as the surface processes operate at model created in expression of mantle different spatial and a lab parallel convection. temporal scales to changes in the 
form continental and exterior and inter-
ocean-floor features. ior of the earth 

Compare densities Density of Ocean and 
of ocean crust and Continental Crusts 
continental crust 

~ 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP EARTH SYSTEMS SCIENCE 
UNIT 2 : PLATE TECTONICS 

and explain the Lab 
relationship to 
subduction. 

Model diverging 
and converging 
plates with 

Crackers/candy lab manipulative 
material and 
explain parallels to 
earth's crust and 
surface features 

Develop a model 
that illustrates the Radial layers 2d model 

ESS2 -3 relationships (relate to density) 
Develop a model among plate apple? 

tectonics, thermal based on evidence 
convection, and Thermal convection of Earth's interior to cycling of matter 3d model Mantle 

describe the cycling that lead to Motions 
of matter by thermal changes in the 

Maps on Vision ~ convection. exterior and Tecton· 
interior of the Learning and Kahn 

ics Academy Websites earth. 
Assess. 

ESS2-4 Evaluate crustal Data on seismic 
Analyze densities and waves, composition of 
geoscience data to explain the layers from lab 
claim that one relationship with experiments 
change to earth's gravity & 
surface causes subduction. Volcanic eruptions 
changes to other Changes to biosphere 
earth systems. 

and atmosphere 
Analyze data for 
evidence that a Read historical 
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RSU #38 UNIT MAP EARTH SYSTEMS SCIENCE 
UNIT 2: PLATE TECTONICS 

Why do the The radioactive decay of ESS2B: PLATE Identify patterns Discovering Patterns 
continents unstable isotopes TECTONICS AND in data about of Earthquakes, 
move, and continually generates new LARGE-SCALE rock ages, Volcanoes, Age of 
what causes energy within Earth's crust SYSTEM INTER- volcanism, and Rocks Lab (Rice 
earthquakes and mantle providing the ACTIONS:ESS2-1 changes in Univ. Lab) 
and primary source of the heat Develop a model for earth's surface. 
volcanoes? that drives mantle how Earth's internal What Drives the 

convect ion. Plate tectonics and surface Explain how the Plates Lab-can be viewed as the surface processes operate at model created in expression of mantle different spatial and a lab parallel convection. temporal scales to changes in the 
form continental and exterior and inter-
ocean-floor features. ior of the earth 
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RSU # 38 CURRICULUM GUIDE Science: Biology Grade 10 

Unit 

Interdependent 
Relationships 
in Ecosystems 

Natural 
Selection and 
Evolution 

Priority 
Standard 

HS-LS2-2. 

Student Outcomes 

HS-LS2-2. Use mathematical representations to 
support and revise explanations based on evidence about factors 
affecting biodiversity and populations in ecosystems of 
different scales. 

• Given mathematical data, students will be able to support a 
claim based on given evidence regarding the impact of 
humans, climate change, and other factors on biodiversity and 
populations of different ecosystems. 

HS-LS2-4. HS-LS2-4. Use mathematical representations to 
support claims for the cycling of matter and flow of energy 
among organisms in an ecosystem. 

• Given evidence, students will be able to support claims 
based on evidence to explain how energy flows and 
matter cycles in an ecosystem. 

HS-LS2-5. HS-LS2-5. Develop a model to illustrate the role of 
photosynthesis and cellular respiration in the cycling of carbon 
among the biosphere, atmosphere, hydrosphere, and geosphere. 

*Students will be able to tie the process of photosynthesis to 
the cycling of carbon within the biosphere, atmosphere, 
hydrosphere, and geosphere. 

HS-LS2-7. HS-LS2-7. Design, evaluate, and refine a solution for 
reducing the impacts of human activities on the environment 
and biodiversity. 

* Students will use the engineering design process to 
propose a viable solution to reduce negative human impact on 
the environment and on biodiversity. 

HS-LS4-1 HS-LS4-2. Construct an explanation based on evidence that 
the process of evolution primarily results from four factors: (1) 
the potential for a species to increase in number, (2) the 
heritable genetic variation of individuals in a species due to 
mutation and sexual reproduction, (3) competition for limited 
resources, and (4) the proliferation of those organisms that are 
better able to survive and reproduce in the environment. 

HS-LS4-4 

* Students will be able to develop a claim (CER) based on 
evidence to reason that evolution results from four factors, 
including reproductive potential, genetic variation, competition 
for resources, and survival of the fittest. 

HS-LS4-4. Construct an explanation based on evidence for 
how natural selection leads to adaptation of populations. 
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Natural 
Selection and 
Evolution 

Structure and 
Function 

Matter and 
Energy in 
Organisms and 
Ecosystems 

HS-LS4-1 

HS-LS4-4 

HS-LSl-1 

HS-LSl-5 

HS-LSl-7 

HS-LS2-4 

HS-LS4-2. Construct an explanation based on evidence that 
the process of evolution primarily results from four factors : ( 1) 
the potential for a species to increase in number, (2) the 
heritable genetic variation of individuals in a species due to 
mutation and sexual reproduction, (3) competition for limited 
resources, and ( 4) the proliferation of those organisms that are 
better able to survive and reproduce in the environment. 

* Students will be able to develop a claim (CER) based on 
evidence to reason that evolution results from four factors, 
including reproductive potential, genetic variation, competition 
for resources, and survival of the fittest. 

HS-LS4-4. Construct an explanation based on evidence for 
how natural selection leads to adaptation of populations. 

* Students will be able to develop a claim, based on 
evidence, to reason how population variation leads to adaptions 
of populations. 
HS-LSl-1. Construct an explanation based on evidence for 
how the structure of DNA determines the structure of proteins 
which carry out the essential functions of life through systems 
of specialized cells. 

* Students will be able to develop a claim, based on 
evidence, to explain how DNA structure determines the 
structure and function of proteins essential to life. 
HS-LSl-5. Use a model to illustrate how photosynthesis 
transforms light energy into stored chemical energy. 

* Students will be able to describe, given an model, how 
photosynthesis changes light energy to chemical energy. 

HS-LSl-7. Use a model to illustrate that cellular respiration 
is a chemical process whereby the bonds of food molecules and 
oxygen molecules are broken and the bonds in new compounds 
are formed resulting in a net transfer of energy. 

* Given a model, students will be able to describe how 
decomposition and synthesis reactions work together in cellular 
respiration and photosynthesis reactions result in a net transfer 
of energy. 

HS-LS2-4. Use mathematical representations to support 
claims for the cycling of matter and flow of energy among 
organisms in an ecosystem. 

• Given evidence, students will be able to support claims 
based on evidence to explain how energy flows and 
matter cycles in an ecosystem. 
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RSU # 38 CURRICULUM GUIDE SCIENCE: PHYSICS GRADE 11 

Unit Priority Outcomes 
Standard 

I. PS2-1 Newton's Second law: I can use experimental data to show that an object's acceleration changes relative to a 

Linear force applied to it 

Motion Newton's Second law: I can use experimental data to show that when a force applied to an object is held 
constant, the acceleration of the object will change relative to the object's mass. 
Force: I can use a mathematical model to predict the force applied to an object when the object's mass and 
acceleration are both known 
Net Force: I can use experimental data to show that the Net Force on an object is the sum of all other forces 
acting on the object 
Mass: I can define and explain the difference between mass and weight 

II. PS2-2 Momentum: I can use a mathematical model to predict the momentum of an object when its mass and velocity 

Momentum are known 

and Conservation of Momentum: Using experimental investigation and a mathematical model, I can prove that the 

Impulse 
total momentum of a svstem of objects is conserved during a collision 

PS2-3 Impulse: I can use a mathematical model to predict the Impulse given to an object when I know the force 
applied to the object and how long it is applied for 
Impulse-Momentum Theorem: Using experimental investigation and a mathematical model, I can prove that 
the Impulse applied to an object is equal to a change in the object's momentum when mass, velocity, force, and 
time are all known 
Engineering Principles: I can design, build, test, and re-design to improve a device intended to minimize the 
imoact force of a collision on an object using the concepts of Impulse and Momentum 

III. PS3-1 Conservation of Energy: I can explain what happens to energy when it has been transferred into an unusable 

Energy form 
Work: I can use a mathematical model to find the Work done on an object when Force and Distance are both 
known 
Power: I can use a mathematical model to find Power when Work and time are both known 
Potential Energy: I can use a mathematical model to find the Potential Energy stored by an object's position 
when the object's mass and height are both known 
Kinetic Energy: I can use a mathematical model to find the Kinetic Energy of a moving object if I know the 
obiect's mass and velocity 

PS3-2 Conservation of Energy: I can use an experimental model (a pendulum) to show that energy can be transferred 
from Potential to Kinetic but the total energy is conserved 

IV. PS2-4 Use mathematical representations of Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation to describe and predict the 

Circular gravitational forces between objects. 

motion and 
ESSl-4 Use mathematical or conceptual representations to predict the motion of orbiting objects in the solar system 

Gravitation 
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Unit Priority Outcomes 
Standard 

v. PS4-1 Use the mathematical relationship among the frequency, wavelength, and speed of waves traveling in various 

Waves media to evaluate evidence and make predictions about wave behavior. 

PS4-4 Evaluate the validity and reliability of claims in published materials of the effects that different frequencies of 
electromagnetic radiation have when absorbed by matter 

PS4-3 Evaluate the claims, evidence, and reasoning behind the idea that electromagnetic radiation can be described 
either by a wave model or a particle model, and that for some situations one model is more useful than the 
other. 

VI. PS2-4 Use mathematical representations of Coulomb's Law to describe and predict the electrostatic force between 

Electricity objects 

& PS2-5 Conduct an investigation to provide evidence that an electric current can produce a magnetic field and that a 
changing magnetic field can produce an electric current 

Magnetism PS3-5 Use the model of electric and magnetic fields to illustrate the forces between objects and the changes in energy 
of the objects due to the interaction. 
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Unit 2: Linear Motion Science Grade 11 Physics 

ESSENTIAL BIG IDEAS: STANDARDS Out comes ACTIVITIES Assessm Vocabulary 
QUESTIONS: P=priority (include ent s* & 

S=supporting - recommended ti tles Scoring 
& links to resources, 
tasks) Guides/ 

Differentiation Rubrics 

(Extension or (*requi red 

Intervention) common 
tasks) 

How does A force is a push or a pull PS2-1 Analyze data *I can use * Demonstration * C.E.R.: Force 
an object's to support the claim experimental data to using bowling ls there 
mass effect Mass is a measure of the that Newton's second show that an object's ball and rubber a Mass 
its motion amount of matter in an 

law of motion acceleration changes mallet correlat describes the relative to a force 
when a object, which is distinct mathematical applied to it *Inertia Carnival ion Acceleratio 
force is from weight relationship among *I can use 

(lab) betwee n 
applied? the net force on an experimental data to * Conceptual n the 

Acceleration can be object, its mass, and show that when a Physics Chapters amount Net Force 
How does positive or negative, as an its acceleration 

force applied to an 4,5,6 of force 
the force object's velocity either object is held *Inertia exerted Inertia 
applied to increases or decreases constant, the Demonstration on an 

acceleration of the 
an object object will change using bowling object Weight 
relate to its An object's acceleration is relative to the ball, basket ball and its 
acceleration directly proportional to object's mass. and rubber observe Gravity 
? the force causing the *I can use a mallet d 

acceleration mathematical model *Inertia problem accelera 
How are to predict the force set ti on? 
force, mass An object's mass applied to an object *How fast do How when the object's 
and determines the mass and you fall (lab) does 
acceleration proportion between an acceleration are both *Newton's this 
related for objects acceleration and known Second Law correlat 
macroscopic the force applied *I can use Vernier Lab ion vary 
objects? experimental data to *Free-fall across 

Mass has the unique show that the Net problem set objects 
Force on an object is 

property of resisting a the sum of all other *Who has the of 
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Unit 2: Linear Motion Science Grade 11 Physics 

change in motion. This is forces acting on the pull around differen 
what causes a force to be object here? (lab) t mass? 
necessary to change its *I can define and *Newton's What 
motion. This resistance to explain the Second law evidenc 
a change in motion is 

difference between 
problem set e do mass and weight 

known as inertia you 
have to 

Gravity is a force and we support 
call this force weight your 

claim? 
Under the influence of 
gravity, all objects 

*CER: experience the same 
acceleration When a 

force is 

When multiple forces act held 

on a single object at once, constan 

the sum of all forces is the t,how 

Net Force. Net force is the are an 

resultant force that object's 

relates to the object's mass 

acceleration and 
accelera 
ti on 
related? 

*CER: 
When 
accelera 
tion is 
held 
constan 
t, as in 
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Unit 2: Linear Motion Science Grade 11 Physics 

free fall, 
what 
conclusi 
ons can 
be 
drawn 
about 
the 
force of 
gravity 
on the 
object. 
What 
evidenc 
e do 
you 
have to 
support 
your 
claim? 

Lab 
respons 
es 

Acceler 
a ti on 
Quiz 
(Comm 
on 
Assess 
ment to 
be 
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Unit 2: Linear Motion Science Grade 11 Physics 

How does A force is a push or a pull PS2-1 Analyze data *I can use * Demonstration * C.E.R.: Force 
an object's to support the claim experimental data to using bowling Is there 
mass effect Mass is a measure of the that Newton's second show that an object's ball and rubber a Mass 
its motion amount of matter in an 

law of motion acceleration changes mallet correlat 
when a 

describes the relative to a force 
object, which is distinct mathematical applied to it *Inertia Carnival 10n Acceleratio 

force is from weight relationship among *I can use 
(lab) betwee n 

applied? the net force on an experimental data to * Conceptual n the 
Acceleration can be object, its mass, and 

show that when a Physics Chapters amount Net Force 
How does positive or negative, as an 

its acceleration force applied to an 4,5,6 of force 
the force object's velocity either object is held *Inertia exerted Inertia 
applied to increases or decreases constant, the Demonstration on an 

acceleration of the 
an object object will change using bowling object Weight 
relate to its An object's acceleration is relative to the ball, basket ball and its 
acceleration directly proportional to object's mass. and rubber observe Gravity 
? the force causing the *I can use a mallet d 

acceleration mathematical model *Inertia problem accelera 
How are to predict the force set ti on? 
force, mass An object's mass 

applied to an object *How fast do How 
when the object's 

and determines the mass and you fall (lab) does 
acceleration proportion between an acceleration are both *Newton's this 
related for objects acceleration and known Second Law correlat 
macroscopic the force applied *I can use Vernier Lab ion vary 
objects? experimental data to *Free-fall across .. . .. .. 
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Unit 3: Momentum and Impulse Science Grade 11 Physics 

ESSENTIAL BIG IDEAS: STANDARDS Outcomes ACTIVITIES Assessm Vocabulary 
QUESTIONS: P=priority (include ents* & 

S=supporting - recommended titles Scoring 
& links to resources, 
tasks) Guides/ 

Differentiat ion Rubrics 
(Extension or (*required 

Intervention) common 
tasks) 

What are Momentum is the PS2-2 *Use a computational * Momentum * C.E.R.: Momentum 
the quantity of motion an Use mathematics to model to find Observations When 
implications object has and is related support the claim momentum when (lab) velocity Impulse 
of inertia as to the object's mass and that the total mass and velocity are *Demonstration is kept momentum of a known 
applied to a velocity system of objects is using Acidic acid, the Momentum 

*Use a computational moving conserved when model to find impulse Baking soda, pop same, -Impulse 
object? Impulse is how a force is there is no net force when force and time bottle how theorem 
How does applied to an object and is on the system are known * Conceptual does 
the amount related to the magnitude *Use experimental Physics Chapter the Conservati 
of velocity of the force PS2-3 data to show that if the 7 mass of on of 
an object Use the Impulse- masses of two *Impulse and an momentum 
has relate to Impulse is directly related 

momentum equation colliding objects are 
Momentum (lab) object in conjunction with known, and the 

its inertia? to momentum scientific and velocity of one is * Impulse and effect 
engineer ing known, the velocity of Momentum its 

How does In an elastic collision principles to evaluate the other can be problem set quantit 
the length of objects will bounce off of ways of minimizing predicted * Conservation yof the forces between 
time a force each other two or more objects 

*Use experimental of momentum motion? 
data to show that the is applied to during an inte raction quantities of Impulse (lab) (lab) What 

an object In an inelastic collision between those and Momentum are here? (lab) evidenc 
relate to its objects will stick together objects equal *Newton's e do 
velocity? and act as one mass Second law you 

problem set have to 
Momentum is conserved, support 
meaning that the total your 
momentum before a 
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Unit 3: Momentum and Impulse Science Grade 11 Physics 

collision is equal to the claim? 
total momentum after a 
collision *CER: 

How 
does 
the 
amount 
of time 
a 
constan 
t force 
is 
applied 
for 
effect 
the 
quantit 
yof 
motion 
of the 
object 
the 
force 
was 
applied 
to? 
What 
evidenc 
e do 
you 
have to 
support 
your 
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Unit 3: Momentum and Impulse Science Grade 11 Physics 

claim? 

*CER 
What 
experim 
ental 
evidenc 
e can 
you 
present 
to 
support 
the 
claim 
the total 
moment 
um ofa 
system 
of 
objects 
remains 
the 
same 
both 
before 
and 
after a 
collision 
? 

Moment 
um& 
Impulse 
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Unit 3: Momentum and Impulse Science Grade 11 Physics 

What are Momentum is the PS2-2 *Use a computational *Momentum * C.E.R.: Momentum 
the quantity of motion an Use mathematics to model to find Observations When 
implications object has and is related support the claim momentum when (lab) velocity Impulse 
of inertia as to the object's mass and that the total mass and velocity are *Demonstration is kept momentum of a known 
applied to a velocity system of objects is using Acidic acid, the Momentum 
moving conserved when 

*Use a computational 
Baking soda, pop same, -Impulse model to find impulse 

object? Impulse is how a force is there is no net force when force and time bottle how theorem 
How does applied to an object and is on the system are known * Conceptual does 
the amount related to the magnitude *Use experimental Physics Chapter the Conservati 
of velocity of the force PS2-3 data to show that if the 7 mass of on of 
an object Use the Impulse- masses of two *Impulse and an momentum 
has relate to Impulse is directly related 

momentum equation colliding objects are 
Momentum (lab) object in conjunction with known, and the 

its inertia? to momentum scientific and velocity of one is * Impulse and effect 
engineering known, the velocity of Momentum its 

How does In an elastic collision principles to evaluate the other can be problem set quantit 
the length of objects will bounce off of 

ways of minimizing predicted * Conservation yof 
the forces between 

time a force each other two or more objects 
*Use experimental of momentum motion? 
data to show that the 

is applied to during an interaction mrnnt ities of lmn11lse (lab) (lab) What 
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Sample questions from the Momentum and Impulse end of Unit Assessment 

1) A lab cart with a mass 2 kg is moving to the left with a velocity of 3 m/s when it collides with another 
cart with a mass of 5 kg that is moving to the right with a velocity of 2 m/s. The two carts bounce off each 
other and the smaller cart moves back to the right at 1 m/s after the collision. How fast and in what 
direction does the larger cart move after the collision? " 

.c \ V""\. ~lU'-" .J \ • n gm at· i nvs· aner the collision. How 1ast and in what direction does the larger cart 
mpve after the collision? .. . rri_-:. 2.-'l'j ~=.:\~\~~ .. ·. 
~~s. , _,, . . ,.et,.v()};IJt\ _. v --3""'/s 1 J ~ i .. \l-~( \ M)~) 
Mf l.~:'} · 'f -~Y'Q-.'\[ ' .r_:=, ~.~_<d,~~r.s ~ · ~:: £_\(~ · Mi S, 
\.I,:::: - ~V11 l S () ~~.\t:_~ I :.__ •... - .------····--··-·-;:;::::.---·- .. ·-·· ..... , .,_ 

V'IYi: '5"-~ ~ S'L9___ .~~=-~~-t.i I { - (fl I --.. .... , 
\Jz.,.":. z_,vvi/S './ : z.._.'(V)j~ "' I \ r Z.16 •Ml " - O·'f .i. . I p-:: S~\ (. V" ~....) v :.: 5 'f<..dl . '\1:1 \V\...Q... 
Vt=\ -=- \'1"1\ S p::: loiz,..~·.l"')) ~- ~-~~~ " . • \.\,\-

. .. :. ___ , ____ : __ . ... .i __ , -- ·'- - =- 1-.. : i.i=-- -~-:1~_9:~1~.J~: '.f.J_: ~:~~~ :~~- n<j 

2) During a soccer game Jolene receives a pass from a teammate by moving her foot backwards just as the ball 
reaches her. 

a. How does this move affect the impulse needed for Jolene to stop the ball? 

b. How is the force needed to stop the ball affected by Jolene moving her foot back as the ball strikes the 
foot? 

c. Jolene then shoots the ball past the opposing team's goalie with a momentum of 6.8 kgm/s. If a soccer 
ball has a mass of 0.450 kg, what is the velocity of the ball as it sails past the goalie? 

c. Jolene then shoots the ball past the opposing team's goalie with a momentum of 
6.8 kgm/s. If a soccer ball has a mass of 0.450 kg, what is the velocity of the ball 
as it sails past the goalie? P.:: t1 d) 

M -;. D I q :so Y~~ ~;.5.--
n 0 .tJ~O -r.,,;. (£) · 1S 1<:1 m/5 ~ ~, 

\,_) ~, ~_:) I \\ 
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Momentum & Impulse Learning Goals Rubric 

Based on the problems posted on the projector and your experiences with these and 
other similar problems, I want you to rate yourself on the scale below. This will not 
effect your grade, it is simply a checkpoint to see where your understanding is. 

Learning Goal 1 2 3 4 

Momentum: I can use a I'm not sure how I can set up the I Think I'm I can do any of 
mathematical mode l to predict to get s tarted, problem, but I gett'n it! these problems 
the momentum of a n object when but I can find the always seem to independently 
its mass and velocity are known givens get Jost 

somewhere 

Impulse: I can use a I'm not sure how I can set up the I Think I'm I can do any of 
mathematical mode l to predict to get s tarted, problem, but I gett'n it! these problem s 
the Impulse given to an object but I can find the always seem to independently 
when I know the force applied to givens get lost 
the object and how long it is somewhere 
applied for 

Impulse-Momentum I'm not sure how I can set up the I Think I'm I can do any of 
Theorem: Using experimental to get started, problem, but I gett'n it! these problems 

investigation and a mathematical but I can find the always seem to independently 

model, I can prove that the givens get lost 

Impulse applied to a n object is somewhere 

equal to a change in the object's 
momentum when m ass, velocity, 
force, and time are a ll known 

Conservation of Momentum: I'm not sure how I can set up the I Think I'm I can do any of 
Using experimental investigation to get s tarted, problem, but I gett'n it! these problems 
and a mathematical model, I can but I can find the always seem to independently 
prove that the total momentum of givens get lost 
a system of objects is conserved somewhere 
during a collision 

Engineering Principles: I can I just tried a few I can describe I can describe I can describe 
design, build, test, and re-design things and hoped how my design how my design how my design 
to improve a device intended to for the best. I'm cushioned or used impulse influenced the 
minimize the impact force of a not really sure slowed the egg, and momentum momentum and 
collision on an object using the how impulse and but I don't really to protect the impulse on th e 
concepts of Impulse and momentum are understand it in egg, but I can't egg using full 
Momentum rela ted terms of impulse describe it descriptions and a 

& momentum mathematically mathematical 
formula 

Name: _____________ _ 
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Unit 4: Work, Power, and Energy Science Grade 11 Physics 

ESSENTIAL BIG IDEAS: STANDARDS Outcomes ACTIVITIES Assessm Vocabulary 
QUESTIONS: P=priority (include ents* & 

S=supporting - recommended titles Scoring 
& links to resources, 
tasks) Guides/ 

Differentiation Rubrics 

(Extension or (*required 

Intervention) common 
tasks) 

When is a Work is a form of energy PS3-1 *Use a computational * Making The * C.E.R.: Work 
force composed of a force Create a model to find the Grade (lab) When 
applied to applied to an object and computational model amount of Work done *Demonstration Force is Power 
an object the distance the object to calculate the on an object when the using Block & kept the change in the energy force applied to the 
isolated and moves. Regardless of the of one component in object and the distance Tackle pulley same, Potential 
when is it amount of force applied, if a system when the the object moves are system how Energy 
conserved the object does not move change in energy of both known * Conceptual does 
as a form of no work is done the other *Use a computational Physics Chapter the Kinetic 
energy? component(s) and model to find the 8 distance Energy 

Power is a term used to 
energy flows in and power produced when *Power Lab (lab) out of the system are the work done and the 

an 
How is define how much Work is known time over which the * Intro to Work object is System 
energy done in a given amount of work is done are both problem set moved 
expended time PS3-2 known *Work & Power by the Conservati 
over time Develop and use *Use a computational Problem Set force on of 
different Potential Energy is energy models to illustrate model to show that the *Kinetic & effect Energy 
than energy stored due to position. that energy at the potential energy Potential Energy the 

macroscopic scale possessed by an object 
expended The amount of Potential can be accounted for is the product of the Problem Set Work Joules 
all at once? Energy contained in an as a combination of object's mass, its *Pile Driver Lab done on 
How do object is exactly equal to energy associated height above the *Demonstration the Watts 
these the work required to with the motions of ground, and using Bowling object? 
different position the object. objects and energy gravitational 

Ball Pendulum What 
associated with the acceleration 

expressions relative positions of *Use a computational 
*"The evidenc 

of energy objects. model to find the Mechanical e do 
feel in the amount of energy Universe" you 
human possessed by a Conservation of have to 
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Unit 4: Work, Power, and Energy Science Grade 11 Physics 

body? Kinetic Energy is the moving object when Energy video support 
energy expressed by a the object's mass and * Puck Launcher your 

How is moving object. velocity are both 
Lab(?) claim? known 

energy 
*Use experimental 

stored? Energy is Conserved. The *CER: 
data to show that 

What total energy of a system is Energy can be How 
happens fixed; this energy can take transferred from KE to does 

when it is the form of Potential or PE and back without the 

released? Kinetic energy and can be changing the total amount 

transferred from one to 
energy of the system of time 

How much another and back without 
*Use a conceptual over 
model to show that 

energy does changing the total energy energy can be which 

a moving of the system transferred from one work is 

object form to another, done 

possess? sometimes an effect 
unusable form, but the the 
total amount of energy 

How do in the universe is amount 

stored always constant of 

energy and power 

embodied cons um 

energy ed? 

(energy What 

actively evidenc 

being e do 

expressed) you 

relate and have to 

how can we support 

make your 

predictions claim? 

about this 
relationship *CER: 
7 What 

experim 
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ental 
evidenc 
e can 
you 
present 
to 
support 
the 
claim 
that the 
total 
energy 
contain 
ed in a 
system 
can be 
transfer 
red 
from 
one for 
m to 
another, 
but is 
conserv 
ed? 

*CER: 
How 
does 
the 
velocity 
of a 
moving 
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Unit 4: Work, Power, and Energy Science Grade 11 Physics 

When is a Work is a form of energy PS3-1 *Use a computational *Making The * C.E.R.: Work 
force composed of a force Create a model to find the Grade (lab) When 
applied to applied to an object and computational model amount of Work done *Demonstration Force is Power 
an object the distance the object to calculate the on an object when the using Block & kept the change in the energy force applied to the 
isolated and moves. Regardless of the of one component in object and the distance Tackle pulley same, Potential 
when is it amount of force applied, if a system when the the object moves are system how Energy 
conserved the object does not move change in energy of both known * Conceptual does 
as a form of no work is done the other *Use a computational Physics Chapter the Kinetic 
energy? component(s) and model to find the 8 distance Energy 

Power is a term used to 
energy flows in and power produced when *Power Lab (lab) out of the system are the work done and the 

an 
How is define how much Work is known time over which the *Intro to Work object is System 
energy done in a given amount of work is done are both problem set moved 
expended time PS3-2 known *Work & Power by the Conservati 
over time Develop and use *Use a computational Problem Set force on of 
different Potential Energy is energy models to illustrate model to show that the *Kinetic & effect Energy 
than energy stored due to position. that energy at the potential energy Potential Energy the 

macroscopic scale possessed by an object 
expended The amount of Potential can be accounted for is the product of the Problem Set Work Joules 
all at once? Energy contained in an as a combination of object's mass, its *Pile Driver Lab done on 
How do object is exactly equal to energy associated height above the *Demonstration the Watts 
these the work required to with the motions of ground, and using Bowling object? 
different position the object. objects and energy gravitational 

Ball Pendulum What 
associated with the acceleration 

expressions relative positions of *Use a computational 
*"The evidenc 

of energy objects. model to find the Mechanical e do 
feel in the amount of energy Universe" you 
human possessed by a Conservation of have to 
body? Kinetic Energy is the moving object when Energy video support 

energy expressed by a 
the object's mass and * Puck Launcher your velocity are both 

How is moving object. known Lab(?) claim? 
energy *Use experimental *CER: stored? Energy is Conserved. The data to show that 

What total energy of a system is Energy can be How 

happens fixed; this energy can take transferred from KE to does 
PE and back without the when it is the form of Potential or ch;:inPinP the tot;:i 1 
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Let's Talk Science! Using Baby Steps to 

Design a District-Wide Science Collaborative 
How We Started: 

An overheard conversation at a Kindergarten Soccer Game! "There are no resources 
for science," and an offer and acceptance of help. "Can I help you find the resources 
you need?" (September 2012) 

Who We Are: 

• A small group of teachers, representing every school in the district, learning 
more from each other about teaching kids and science. 

o 12 elementary school teachers (grades, K, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
o 2 middle school teachers (grades 6-8) 
o 6 high school teachers (grades 9-12 and alternative) 

• Curriculum Coordinator (district) 

Supported by: Bowdoin College, Maine Math and Science Alliance, Governor's 
Academy for Leadership in STEM, local businesses, and support from District 
administrators, teachers, and families of our students 

What We're Doing: 

• Co-teaching lessons, connecting literacy, math, and science 
• Sharing resources 
• Offering answers to questions 
• Youtube videos 
• Creating Professional Development for grade level meetings, quickshops, and 

book studies 
• Attending National Science Teacher Association's National Conference 
• Refining curriculum 
• Build ing confidence in students and teachers in science 

Results: 

• Science test scores at the elementary level are on the rise! For example: RES 
scores in 2012 were 53% of students meeting or exceeding the standards, in 
2015, 94% of students met or exceeded the standards. 

• Rise in teacher confidence. For example, the teacher who lamented that there 
were no science resources ... She led the conversation at the last grade level 
meeting around science, sharing her learning and knowledge. 
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